LONG HAUL SERVICE

The Dayton lineup of SmartWay® verified tires are built for those who spend their days on the road. These long-haul application tires are designed to combat irregular wear while the tread compound reduces rolling resistance, which can help you save fuel and money.

· Defense groove and stabilizer rib design help prevent initiation of irregular wear

· Groove bottom platforms in central ribs helps protect casing against stone retention

· Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and contribute to fuel efficiency

ON-HIGHWAY TIRE RECOMMENDED FOR THE DRIVE POSITION IN LONG HAUL SERVICE FOR TRUCKLOAD AND LTL APPLICATIONS

· Deep, aggressive pattern for reliable traction and long tread life

· Closed shoulder design offers tread stability and helps prevent initiation of irregular wear

· Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and contribute to fuel efficiency

ON-HIGHWAY TIRE RECOMMENDED FOR THE TRAILER POSITION IN LONG HAUL AND REGIONAL SERVICE FOR TRUCKLOAD, LTL, AND DISTRIBUTION AND P&D APPLICATIONS

· Five streamlined ribs distribute contact pressure for even wear

· Four circumferential grooves provide efficient water evacuation

· Tread compound designed to reduce rolling resistance and contribute to fuel efficiency